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Abstract  

This note describes the functionalities and the different parts of the CB (Control Board) of the SPD 
(Scintillator Pad Detector) in the LHCb calorimeter.  

The CB is placed in the calorimeter racks laying on the platform over the ECAL (Electromagnetic 
Calorimeter), more precisely in the PreShower /SPD crates.  Its purpose is twofold:  

• Provide the SPD VFE (Very Front End) cards and the low voltage regulator board supplying the 
VFE, a link to the ECS and TFC system, as well as the phase alignment to the experiment clock. 

• Perform the SPD multiplicity count by adding the results coming from the PreShower FE (Front 
End) boards in the same half crate. The result is sent through an optical link to the Selection Crate.  

The dimensions of the board are 280 mm x 366.7 mm (9U board). It includes a SPECS (Serial Protocol for 
the Experiment Control System) mezzanine board for the ECS connection and a single channel optical 
transmitter mezzanine board to send the SPD multiplicity data through the optical link. 
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1. Overview 

This document describes the specifications and implementation of the SPD CB. The SPD is a subsystem of  
the LHCb calorimetry in charge of distinguishing neutral from charged particles traversing a scintillator tile 
layer. The light signal from pads is collected by a coiled wave-length-shifting fibre and transduced into an 
electrical signal by a multianode photomultiplier. Discriminating charged from neutral particles is 
performed by comparing the deposited energy, smaller for the latter. In electrical terms this amounts to 
collecting and comparing the electrical charge to a calibrated threshold. This operation is done at the SPD 
VFE board, where an ASIC processes the analog data from SPD channels, integrating every 25 ns, 
subtracting an adjustable fraction of the charge integrated during the previous 25 ns period (to correct from 
pile-ups), comparing the result to a programmable threshold.  A binary output is obtained for each channel 
and sent to the PreShower FE boards. SPD bits are used in the L0 Trigger [1]. 

The SPD CB is a 9U board connected into the PreShower/SPD FE crates of the racks laying on the platform 
on top of the electromagnetic calorimeter. There are overall 16 CB, 8 in each rack, 2 per crate.  

Every CB can be connected to up to 8 SPD VFE boards or regulator boards supplying the VFE. The CB 
interfaces the control systems of the experiment, namely the ECS (Experiment Control System or slow 
control)  and the TFC (Timing Fast Control), to the VFE electronics, providing the adequately delayed 
experiment clock as well as its tunable parameters and readings, such as programmable thresholds, pile up 
subtractions or temperature probes [1].  

Besides, the SPD CB is in charge of evaluating the SPD multiplicity by adding the multiplicity results 
coming from the neighbour PreShower FE boards and sending the result to the Selection Crate using a 
single channel optical link [11].  

The connection to the crate is ensured by a backplane through 5 Hard Metric 2mm connectors. The 
backplane is split into two parts, a 6U one, requiring 3 connectors and a 3U one, requiring only 2 
connections [12].  

The connection to the selection board is made through a single channel optical transceiver mezzanine board 
containing a GOL chip [3]. 

 As we have already mentioned, the Control Board is also connected to the ECS, receives the 40 Mhz 
experiment clock and supervises the delay that we have to apply to the 40 MHz clock referenced to trigger. 
The protocol used for ECS is SPECS (Serial Protocol for the Experiment Control System) [5] [7] [2], which 
is a serial protocol for one master and multi-slave bus. To communicate with ECS we use a SPECS 
mezzanine board. 

This document is a description of the different parts, signals and components of the SPD Control Board as 
well as its location and the layout of  the SPD cells to be controlled by each Control Board. 
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2. CB block diagram and functionalities. 

This section reviews the Control board functionalities while presenting its actual block diagram. Recall the CB has 
mainly two functions: 

� The control function, which interfaces the SPD VFE electronics to the experiment slow and fast controls. 
From the slow control point of view, it consists of an interface between the SPECS bus and the I2C buses 
used in the VFE to receive the configuration parameters. The communication with SPECS is done through  
SPECS mezzanine board. The control board must also supply the clock signal to each VFE with the 
corresponding delay, this delay is applied using the Clock Delay Chip (CDC) [4]. In figure 1 we can see 
an overview of the control function. 

 

Fig.1. The CB can communicate with 8 VFE items and also supply the clock with the needed delay using the 
CDC. 

� The second functionality of the board is to compute the SPD multiplicity which is the number of SPD cells 
hit by a charged particle during one bunch crossing. Actually, PreShower FE boards, already compute the 
SPD multiplicity for a single VFE board. The SPD CB adds up the results from the PreShower FE boards 
in the same half crate.   

 

Let’s comment the first of the CB functionalities: the SPD-VFE control function.  

The ECS communication is done through the SPECS bus, SPECS coming from CROC is received on the 
control board using the SPECS mezzanine board developed in Orsay. The SPECS mezzanine redirects the data 
communication through the I2C bus connected to the VFE. The output I2C signal of the SPECS mezzanine 
must be converted to LVDS levels before being sent to the VFE.  

SPECS 

Mezzanine 
 

CDC   CDC 

I2C 

LVDS I2C to 7 VFEs  8 clock channels available 

 CDC: Clock Distribution  Chip 

SPECS 
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The internal I2C bus of the SPECS mezzanine (on-board communications) is used to configure the CDC 
(Clock Delay Chip) and the temperature probe. It can also be used in case that the GOL chip of the optical 
mezzanine should need some kind of configuration, such as setting it to work in test mode. 

The VFE also needs the clock signal with LVDS voltage levels. The global clock comes from the 3U 
backplane. The clock coming from the backplane must be delayed in steps of 1ns using de Delay Chip (CDC). 
The CDC is configured with I2C frames sent to the SPECS mezzanine.  So we now have 3 LVDS pairs to be 
sent to the VFE: SCL, SDA and the global clock signal (all them using LVDS). See figure 3. 

To summarizing, we can say that the SPECS mezzanine is used in the CB as a bridge between the SPECS bus 
and the I2C buses used for the configuration of the components. 

The VFE needs a fourth signal. It is a serial frame that contains trigger data that must be decoded from the 9 
bits of the Channel B coming from the backplane. The Channel B doesn’t come through SPECS so it must be 
decoded by the FPGA (using the same FPGA that computes the SPD multiplicity). The 9 bits of the Channel B 
arrive to the control board through the 3U backplane. 

We will now focus on the second CB functionality: the SPD multiplicity computation. The CB receives 
through the backplane 7 data channels coming from PS (PreShower) but they can be connected in 8 different 
positions in the backplane (see figure 4). Data comes serialized to 21:3. These 21 bits are deserialized in the 
CB using CR216. The 21 bits frame contents the 7 data bits (SPD multiplicity) and the bunch crossing 
identifier.  This data is processed by the FPGA that synchronizes all the channels and sums the 7 bits data and 
a 10 bits result is obtained. The 10 bits will be sent through the optical link together with the bunch crossing 
identifier.  

We access the optical link using the single channel optical mezzanine developed by the Bologna Group. Data 
is then received by the Selection Board. 

In the next figure (figure 2) shows the different functional parts of the CB and its distribution on the board. 
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Fig.2. Main parts distribution on the CB. Board dimensions: 280 x 366.7 mm. 

In the lower mid part of figure 2, we can see the SPECS mezzanine interfacing with the SPECS bus (3U 
backplane). This part has two CDC (Clock Delay Chips). Each one can deal with four output channels, so we 
have available 8 output delayed clock channels. The board has 8 RJ45 connectors (to transmit the 4 pairs of 
LVDS signals to 8 elements: VFEs or low voltage regulators board that supplies voltage to the corresponding  
VFEs).  

In the upper mid part  of figure 2, there is the FPGA that computes the SPD multiplicity and decodes channel 
B. Data for the SPD multiplicity comes from the 6U backplane multiplexed 21:3, so we can see the eight 
DS90CR216 for deserializing data coming from PS. At the upper part of the figure we can also see the power 
regulation part to obtain 3.3 and 2.5V from 5V coming from the 3U backplane. 
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In the next figure (figure 3) we can see summarized the different parts of the CB: 

 

Fig.3. Parts  of the CB. 

The CB FPGA can interface the SPECS communication through the parallel bus of the SPECS mezzanine or 
the I2C bus. The parallel interface will be used for the spy_PGA function. 
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3. CB location 

SPD CB shall be placed in the calorimeter racks L3B01 to L3B04, and L3B11 to L3B14, sitting on top of the 
ECAL platform. More precisely, SPD CBs will be located in the validation board slots of the PreShower 
Crates [12] [13]. 
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Fig.4. CB location in PreShower crates. 

The large font numbers numbers (from 0 to 7) in the detectors view of the figure correspond to the number of 
the crate related to the cells, and the smaller number is the number of FE PS (Front End Pre-Shower ) board 
related to a cell.  

The CBs are always placed in the same position in the crate as can be seen in the figure. Each CB receives data 
from the PSs placed around it in the same crate so in some crates the CB receives data from 4 PS and in some 
crates from 7.  

In the next figure (figure 5) can be seen the side view of the crate.  

The CB dimensions are the standard 9U. The board dimensions are 366.7 mm x 280 mm, the board must be 
2.4 mm thick. In the connectivity section of this document we will talk about the situation of the different 
connectors on the board. 
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Fig. 5. Side view of the crate. 
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4. Connectivity 

In this section we discuss the different types of connection on the CB.  

Through one of the long sides, the board is connected to the backplane. The other long side is used for the 
connection with the 7 (or 4) VFE and the regulators board and also for the optical link. 

The board also must have the connectors for the SPECS mezzanine, the optical mezzanine and the connector 
for the JTAG configuration of the CB FPGA. 

4.1. Backplane connection 

The backplane is divided in 2 parts: 

� 6U backplane. 

� 3U backplane. 

The connection with the two backplanes, 6U and 3U, is done through five HM 2mm connectors. These are 
female right angle connectors.  

The 6U backplane is connected using three of these connectors. The middle connector of the 6U backplane is 
type AB (125 pins), for best subjection, and the top and bottom connectors are type B (125 pins). Through the 
6U backplane we mainly obtain trigger data coming from eight PS channels (actually only 7 or 4 PS channels, 
it depends on the crate number, see figure 4) for the SPD multiplicity computation. 

The 3U backplane is also connected to the CB through two of the 2mm HM connectors. This backplane (3U) 
drives the clock signal, SPECS signals and power supply to the CB. One 125 pins type AB connector and a 55 
pins type C connector are used. 

In the next figure we can see the exact position of the connectors on the board and also some considerations 
about the board dimensions. 
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Fig.6. Backplane 2 mm HM connectors situation and board dimension. 
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Next we can see the pin-out for the 6U backplane connectors. In the case of the CB, signals of interest are the 
four LVDS pairs (clock+ multiplexed data) coming from each PS-FE channel. These signals are identified in 
the next picture using the name Febx_Trig_Elt[7..0]. Number ‘x’ makes reference to the PS board that the 
signals come from. 

 

 

Fig.7. Pin-out of the 6U backplane connectors [12]. 

From the two connectors of the 3U backplane we obtain a 5V power supply and GND connection from the 55 
pins connector.  

From the other 3U backplane connector, we get global clock (GCL), the 9 bits of channel B to get reset and 
trigger information, SPECS signals and also 5 bits for slot identifier.  

 

Fig. 8. Pin-out of the type AB connector in the 3U backplane [12]. 
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Fig. 9. CB side with the 2mm HM connectors of the backplane. 
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4.2. VFEs and Low-Voltage Regulators Board connection 

 

The communication with VFE and the Low-Voltage Regulators Board (voltage regulation for SPD VFEs) is done 
with 8 different RJ45 connectors. Signals distribution is next:  

 

 

Fig.10. Pin-out of RJ45 connectors to VFEs and regulators board. 

 

SDA and SCL correspond to I2C signals. CK is the delayed clock signal for VFEs and TR is trigger and reset 
information. All these signals are sent using LVDS levels. 

 

Fig.11. Top view of one of the RJ45 connectors. See pin number correspondence with figure 10. 
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4.3. Optical link connection 

We use in our board the single channel optical mezzanine to transmit the SPD multiplicity data to the Selection 
Board [3].   

The 32 bits data pattern obtained by the CB FPGA at a rate of 40MHz will be serialized by the optical mezzanine 
using the GOL chip and sent to the 850nm wavelength multimode fiber. More details about the use of the optical 
mezzanine will be given in section 6.3. 

 

Fig.12. Blocks of the single channel optical mezzanine. 

In order to plug the single-channel mezzanine board to the carrier-board we have to use: 

• Two connectors QSS-025-01-LDA located on the SPD CB (carrier board). 

• Two connectors QTS-025-01-LDA located in the bottom layer of the mezzanine board. 

The height of the connectors determines the distance between the mezzanine and the carrier board that it should be 
5 mm. 

Other details about the use of the single channel mezzanine will be given in section 6.3. 

 

 

Fig.13. Single-channel optical mezzanine (bottom side). 
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Fig.14. Optical mezzanine (top side). 

 

In figure 15 we can see the pin-out of the QSS connectors, more details about the used signals will be given in 
section 6.3: 

 

 

Fig.15. Pin-out of the QSS connectors (optical mezzanine). 
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4.4. SPECS mezzanine connection 

As we said before, SPECS bus arrives to the SPD CB through the backplane. After converting the LVDS levels to 
CMOS the SPECS signals are driven to the SPECS mezzanine board plugged on the CB. 

The SPECS mezzanine ([2] [5] [7]) use two connectors of type: 

� HIROSE FX8-120S-SV (stacking height 3.2mm) 

These two connectors are used to plug the SPECS mezzanine to the CB. 

In this section we will present the functions of the SPECS mezzanine used in the CB. The SPECS mezzanine is the 
communications bridge in the SPD CB. 

 

 

 

Fig. 16. SPECS mezzanine on the SPD CB. 
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5. Control function 

 

The VFE control function is physically placed on the lower part of the board as can be seen in figures 2 and 3. 
The different parts that implement this control function are the following: 

� ECS connection using SPECS mezzanine board. 

� Obtain the 8 I2C buses in order to communicate with VFEs and Low-Voltage Regulators Board (LVRB). 

� Obtain delayed clock signals for VFEs using the CDC (Clock  Delay Chip) developed in Orsay. 

� SPECS mezzanine communication with the CB FPGA basically for the spy function using the parallel bus 
available with the SPECS mezzanine.  

� Obtain trigger and reset signals for the VFE decoding channel B. 

All these points will be described in detail in the next subsections. 

5.1. SPECS mezzanine usage 

We obtain the SPECS signals connecting with the 3U backplane (connector type AB). 

The SPECS bus reaches the SPECS mezzanine placed on the CB through the backplane using the next 
signals (name in the backplane connectors): 

� SPECS_CL_IN+: SPECS clock input line LVDS+. Input of the SPECS mezzanine. 

� SPECS_CL_IN-: SPECS clock input line LVDS-. Input of the SPECS mezzanine. 

� SPECS_CL_OUT+: SPECS clock output line LVDS+. Output of the SPECS mezzanine. 

� SPECS_CL_OUT-: SPECS clock output line LVDS-. Output of the SPECS mezzanine. 

� SPECS_DATA_IN+: SPECS data input line LVDS+. Input of the SPECS mezzanine. 

� SPECS_DATA_IN-: SPECS data input line LVDS-. Input of the SPECS mezzanine. 

� SPECS_DATA_OUT+: SPECS data output line LVDS+. Output of the SPECS mezzanine. 

� SPECS_DATA_OUT-: SPECS data output line LVDS-. Output of the SPECS mezzanine. 

 

All these LVDS signals must be converted to CMOS levels before they are connected to the SPECS 
mezzanine. For the LVDS-CMOS (or CMOS-LVDS) conversion on the CB we use the DS92LV010 
transceiver. The corresponding signals on the SPECS mezzanine connectors are the same but using CMOS 
levels: 
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� SPECS_CL_IN. 

� SPECS_CL_OUT. 

� SPECS_DATA_IN. 

� SPECS_DATA_OUT. 

The SPECS mezzanine needs to control when it can write data to the SPECS bus and when the bus is busy. 
For this reason the SPECS mezzanine needs one signal to spy the SPECS clock line and one signal to 
enable its writing to the SPECS bus: 

� SCL_SLAVE_SPY: Input of the mezzanine used to spy the SPECS clock signal in order to 
determine if it’s possible to start a transmission through the SPECS bus. 

� SDA_SLAVE_DE: Output of the SPECS mezzanine used to enable the LVDS transceiver for 
clock and data signals when a transmission is possible. 

Transceivers for signals: SPECS_CL_IN, SPECS_DATA_IN are always active because only the 
communication master can write there and no collision problems can be found. 

 

 

Fig. 17. LVDS to CMOS transceivers for SPECS data and clock signal from master to SPECS mezzanine. 
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Fig. 18. Connection of DS92LV010 transceivers for SPECS data and clock signal from SPECS mezzanine 
to SPECS master. 

 

For the VFEs and Low-Voltage Regulators Boards (LVRB) communication we use the I2C lines supplied 
by the SPECS mezzanine. In this case, the SPECS mezzanine acts as a bridge between SPECS bus and I2C. 
The SPECS mezzanine can deal with 16 different I2C buses. The mezzanine has available an SDA_IN, an 
SDA_OUT and an SCL_OUT lines (common lines for all 8 buses), so the clock (SCL) is always generated 
by the I2C communication master, in this case the master is always the SPECS mezzanine. It generates 
different enable signals to activate each I2C bus. 

The I2C transmission to VFEs and LVRB must also be in LVDS levels. 

The enable signal for the SCL_OUT signal is always active. And the enables for SDA_IN and SDA_OUT 
lines are controlled by the SPECS mezzanine taking care if it’s a writing or a reading cycle and the I2C bus 
number used for the communication. We have a maximum number of 8 boards connected to the CB so we 
use a maximum of 8 I2C buses coming from the SPECS mezzanine. 

 

 

 

P
e
r
 
a
  

Fig. 19. DS92LV010 transceivers for SDA_OUT and SDA_IN for buses number 6 and number 7. 

The mezzanine only has one I2C output but this single output can be drive up to 16 different I2C 
connections using direction enable signals (DE(i) , RE(i)) as you can see in figure 20. We are sending two 
LVDS pairs to the VFE: the SCL signal and the SDA signal of the I2C bus. The driver ‘enable’ for SCL 
signal is always active and the direction enable signals of the SPECS mezzanine control the direction of the 
SDA line. 
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DS92LV010

SCLi +

SCLi -

DE(i)

SDA_OUT

DS92LV010

SDAi +

SDAi -

SCL_IN (not used)

SCL_OUT

SDA_OUT

DE(i)

SDA_IN 

SPECS
mezzanine

RE(i)

 

Fig.20. I2C bus coming from the SPECS mezzanine is sent to the different VFE (i). The LVDS transceivers 
are controlled with the ‘DE data (i)’ and ‘RE(i)’ signals generated by the SPECS mezzanine. The SPECS 
mezzanine is always the master of the I2C communication, and therefore the SCL signal goes only from 

SPECS mezzanine to VFE and is always active. 

In the next time diagrams we can see a write and read acces to the I2C buses connected with the VFE. 

 

Fig.21. Write cycle. I2C data is written by the mezzanine. The ACK bit is written by the addressed VFE. 
That’s the reason because of the ‘DE data (i)’ signal should be low during the acknowledge. Reading is 

always active, so we are always reading the sent data but it’s not a problem. 

Vcc=DEi 

DE data (i) 
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Fig.22. During the read cycle, the SPECS mezzanine address the right VFE (‘DE data (i)’ active). In this 
case the acknowledge bit for the address must be written by the VFE. Data is also written by the VFE (‘DE 
data(i) inactive) but the acknowledge bit should be always written by the part that’s receiving the address or 
data. ‘DE i’ for enable the SCL line is always active as the ‘RE i’ signal (active low) that always enables the 

reading function. 

 

For I2C configuration of components placed on the same CB, we use the I2C connection for applications on 
board. The signals available in the SPECS mezzanine for this function are SDA_int and SCL_int (pins JA37 
and JA39). 

This internal I2C bus is used for the CDC (Clock Distribution Chip) configuration and for the optical 
mezzanine status. The bus requires pull-up resistor. 

The CB FPGA needs to have a SPECS communication to develop the spy data function (spy SPD 
multiplicity data). This communication is done using the parallel bus of the SPECS mezzanine.   

The SPECS mezzanine board has also a 32 bits register that can be used to control or configure some 
parameters on the board. These 32 bits can be configured as input pins or output pins individually.  We use 
some of these bits for the next functions: 

� Reset signal for CDC (Clock Distribution Chips). :we have 2 CDC and 2 bits of the register are 
used to reset the CDC independently. 

� 5 bits to read from the backplane the Slot_id (slot identifier), see section  4.1. 

� 7 bits to check TYP and NUM (type of board and number of board needed to complete the SPD 
multiplicity pattern sent through the optical link). 
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5.2. VFE clock signal 

The global clock in LVDS levels arrives through the 3U backplane (see section 4.1). This clock must be 
sent to all the VFE and LVRB connected to the CB but applying the needed delay. The GCL is delayed 
using the Clock Distribution Chip (CDC) [4].  

The CDC can apply programmable delays using steps of 1ns and it has 4 output channels so we need 2 
delay chips to supply clock to all the board connected to the CB.  

We should take care with the clock distribution on CB because of the frequency of the clock and 
dimensions of the board but the way to assure a good clock signal distribution will be commented in section 
7. 

To assure a high quality clock distribution the LVDS clock transmitted through the backplane is point to 
point buffered with differential drivers placed very close to the connector. 

We use SN65LVDS104D as LVDS buffer that has 4 channels and we can obtain buffered clock signal for 
the 2 delay chips and also for a PLL (used to assure low jitter for the optical mezzanine clock) and for the 
CB FPGA. 

 

Fig.23. 4 channels LVDS-LVDS buffer for clock signal 

About the clock distribution chip its main features are the following: 

� 28-pin SOZ package with 3,3v supply. 

� 4 channels with adjustable steps of 1ns over 25ns. 

� “time-locked” outputs (tiny dependence upon temperature or load). 

� Mixable 3,3v unipolar or differential I/Os. 

� Built-in SEU and SET hardness. 

� I2C interface . 

The definitive version has already been designed and launched by LAL.  
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As we can see in figure 24 the chip is programmable via I2C. 

 

Fig. 24. Clock distribution chip. 

NRst input signal is used to reinitialize simultaneously the four channels and to reset the I2C interface. This 
signal is principally dedicated to operate a reset after the power-on. It doesn’t affect channel delay registers.  
This signal should be connected to some unused signal of the SPECS slave. 

The chip is addressable via an I2C bus interface. Add(6,5) address bits are internally fixed to be (1,0) that’s 
why we have only 5 bits to configure the I2C address so only Add(4:0) are the externally accessible address 
bits. 

The delays for the 4 channels are loaded in a 24-bits register as described below: 

� Register bits (4:0): Channel 0 delay. 

� Register bits (9:5): Channel 1 delay. 

� Register bits (14:10): Channel 2 delay. 

� Register bits (19:15): Channel 3 delay. 

The register has to be loaded by 3 successive bytes inside the same I2C frame. The register bits (23:20) are 
irrelevant. 

We will get the Nrst signal from 32 bits configuration register of the SPECS mezzanine board (see last 
section). 

The clock signal must be driven to VFE through a 30m cable (twisted pair Ethernet patch cable CAT 5e) 
and the cable response must be compensated and also the gain lost. Cable compensation will be analyzed in 
section 4.4. 
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5.3. Timing Fast Control (TFC): TR/RST to VFEs  

Trigger and reset information for VFE currently consist of “board reset” and “subchannel reset” codes. 
These are sent on a serial LVDS line which transmits a “1” when at rest. TR/RST signal is sent to the VFE 
using a twisted pair as the clock signal and the I2C signals. 

When a related command is received on Channel B, an 8-bit frame containing the custom code (which 
always starts with a “0”) is sent to all the cards connected to the Control Board. This method introduces an 
8-period delay in the execution of the commands.  

While the former interfaces control it, the FPGA can itself control the VFE boards and Regulator Boards 
(typically because of commands received on the former interfaces). This is accomplished by the TR/RST 
lines, which are synchronous serial unidirectional (from CB to VFE and Regulators) LVDS signals which 
use one of the pairs of the control cables (the other pairs being the clock and the two I2C signals). The 
FPGA controls the signal for each of the 8 channels individually, so while in practice it will send the same 
data to most channels, different boards can be controlled differently as the need arises. 

The Channel B signal is a synchronous 40MHz 9-bit parallel bus which broadcasts control signals to all 
boards. Its commands are decoded by the FPGA and used to control both the FPGA itself and the VFE 
boards. Through this channel, the CB receives commands to reset the internal BXID counter (Bunch-ID 
Reset) and start the acquisition of data for the Spy function (Calibration Pulse). It also receives the L0 reset 
command, which in the actual version of the firmware is not used (set-2007). When configured 
appropriately, the Calibration Pulse also triggers the start of a VFE synchronous LVDS test. 

This LVDS line, consisting of a single serial 40MHz signal, encodes synchronous commands as specified in 
the VFE documentation. The commands are initiated by either a Channel B command (for the Subchannel 
Reset code, which is sent whenever a BXID Reset is received, and the synchronous LVDS test, which can 
be initiated by a Calibration pulse) or a SPECS parallel bus command. 

While the serial commands that are sent to the VFE boards are typically 8 bits long, a special case warrants 
our attention. In order to start a synchronous LVDS Test, two commands are sent, back to back: Subchannel 
Reset and Start LVDS Test. From the point of view of the FPGA, then, all commands are 16 bits long, most 
of them ending in 8 consecutive ones (at rest, the TR/RST line stays high). 

The Regulator Boards, on the other hand, only have one command available: a reset pulse, consisting of 18 
cycles transmitting a ‘0’. Since this command could be wrongly interpreted by the VFE boards, the two 
types of boards must receive only their corresponding commands. Thus, the FPGA must store a 
configuration register with the information about which channels are to receive each type. This register, 
named VFE Mask, has 8 bits, corresponding to each of the channels (LSB is channel 0, as usual). A ‘1’ 
means that a channel is sent VFE codes, while a ‘0’ implies they will receive Regulator Board codes. 

This line, because it is synchronous to the CB clock but it is sent along with a clock signal which can be 
delayed by the Delay Chips, must allow a programmable delay in case it is received by the VFE board with 
a phase that does not allow correct sampling. In order to delay the signal for any of the individual VFE 
boards, there is a register, named VFE Phases, which configures an optional ½ cycle delay for the desired 
channels. Writing a ‘1’ to the bit corresponding to the channel (channel 0 is the LSB) activates the delay. 
This delay does not apply to Regulator Board channels, as these boards use other methods to detect a reset 
correctly (a pulse of zeros which is slightly shorter than the code sent will trigger the reset condition, so 
incorrect sampling in the start and end of the pulse is not critical). In practice, depending on the 
corresponding bit in those two registers (VFE Mask and VFE Phases) a channel can be configured in three 
ways: as a Regulator Board channel, a delayed VFE channel or a normal VFE channel. 
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Since the Synchronous LVDS Test prevents the VFE boards from processing data normally, while we are 
not certain whether Calibration pulses will be used to debug the data path when the VFE boards are 
acquiring real data (from collisions or from the LEDs), it is imperative that the propagation of the 
Synchronous LVDS Test command on reception of a Calibration pulse be configurable. There is a bit in the 
Config register of the FPGA  which does just that. Writing a ‘1’ allows Calibration pulses to trigger the test, 
while with the default value of ‘0’, the FPGA does not send the command. 

 

In order to reset the subchannel of the VFE periodically, the FPGA sends a Reset Subchannel after a BXID 
Reset pulse has been received through Channel B. It has been deemed safest to implement a programmable 
delay for the TR/RST command. There is a 10-bit register (BXID Delay VFE) that stores the number of 
cycles between the detection of the BXID Reset pulse and the time when the command will be sent. 

After channel B is converted to CMOS levels, channel B is properly decoded by the CB FPGA that 
generates the 8 bit frame to be sent to VFEs. Signal from the FPGA must be converted to LVDS. 

Now there are only 2 used commands: 

� 00000000-> To align VFEs phase. 

� 01000010-> To reset the VFE FPGA. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.25. LVDS conversion of trigger and reset frames (TR/RST signal) and CMOS conversion of channel B. 

  

Channel B reaches the CB through 3U backplane using the Type AB connector coming from CROC. 
Channel B is implemented using 9 bits which codify the different commands needed for the TFC. 

Two commands must be decoded by the CB from the channel B: 

• Bx-id reset (bunch crossing identifier reset). 

• Calibration pulse. It’s the command that init the spy-function. 

Bx-id reset bit corresponds to bit 0 of the channel B (CB0).  

Calibration pulse corresponds to bit 4 (CB4). The control board must decode pattern CB7=0, CB6=0, 
CB5=0, CB4=1, CB3=0, CB2=0 in order to initialize the spy-function (see figure 26 for more detail in 
channel B bit mapping). 

The depth of data spied should be 256 patterns. These patterns will be sent using the parallel bus of the 
SPECS mezzanine. 
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Data from channel B uses LVDS levels so in the control board we should use once again DS92LV010 
transceivers to obtain non differential levels for the FPGA. 

 

 

Fig. 26. Channel B bit mapping [11]. 
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5.4.  Clock and TR/RST lines compensation 

 

For the clock signal coming from delay chips and in order to compensate the lose of gain and the cable 
response of the transmission, the next active filter is implemented on the CB: 

 

Fig. 27. Active filter for clock signal using AD8138. 

The transfer function of this circuit is the next: 

 

So values can be adjusted following the same way as for a passive filter: 

 

Actually the circuit is a high pass filter this is logical if we think that the cable response should be 
something similar to low pass filter. 

The idea can be analised in the next figure, the response of the cable and the response of the filter all 
together should be ideal or flat: 
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Fig.28. Cable response(blue)  and active filter response (green). 

 

To understand what would happen if we didn’t use a compensation filter, we can model the cable as  a 
inductance and see what happen when we inject a pulse of 40Mhz to this circuit: 

 

Fig.29. Possible (not real) model for a cable. 

 

Fig.30. Cable response without compensation. 

 

If the same 40Mhz pulse is injected to the active filter, we can see the response in the next figure. As can be 
seen the response of the filter can compensate the ‘tail’ generated by the cable response: 
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Fig.31. Active filter response to a 40Mhz pulse. 

Here we have the mathematical vision of the compensation where h(t) (H(s)) are the cable characteristic 
(similar to a low filter) and 1/H(s) is the compensation network characteristic (similar to a high filter): 

 

The stimated h(t) for a 29m cable (Cb to VFE) was: 

 

If we invert this function to obtain our compensation network characteristic we have: 

 

 

Identifying values with the circuit transfer function: 

 

We can see that: 
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This circuit introduces a loss of about 2 so the AD8138 amplifier will be used with a gain of 2: 

 

Let’s comment the results obtained using this network compensation. In the next two images we can see the 
difference in the signal shape without using or using compensation. 

 

 

 

Fig.32. Signal shape in the VFE without compensation (29m cable). 
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Fig.33. Signal shape in the VFE using the calculated compensation (29m). 

Some measures of the jitter and the signal rise time have been done. And the results can be seen in the next 
table: 

 

 Without compensation (29m) With compensation (29m) 

Rise time 1,267ns 0,777ns 

Jitter 108ps 61,3ps 

 

So the improvement of the compensation network is well shown with these results. 
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6. SPD multiplicity 

 

Each PS/SPD FEB count the number of SPD bits in the SPD VFE card connected. Up to 7  PS/SPD FEBs 
send this number to 1 CB through the backplane. The CB sums the 7 numbers and sends the result to 
Selection Crate through an optical link. 

It consists on receiving and deserializing (DS90CR216) the multiplicity data from up to 7 different PS/SPD 
FEBs trough LVDS serialized point to point backplane links, adding these numbers and transmitting the 
information to the barrack through the optical link. 

Depending on the location of the Control Board in the crates, it may be in charge of either 4 or 7 VFE cards, 
and it receives the same number of data channels from the backplane. Each of these channels, after it is 
time-demultiplexed by the deserializers, consist of 7 bits of multiplicity data, an 8 bit BXID which 
identifies the time interval to which the data corresponds, and a clock signal to ease the synchronization. 

Multiplicity data from the PS-FE boards arrives to the CB serialized, with 4 LVDS lines per channel. It is 
deserialized and sent to the FPGA, but because of pin limitations, not all bits are received. To be exact, 
while all 7 data bits for each of the 8 channels are connected, only channels 0 and 7 provide all 8 BXID bits, 
while all other channels provide only bits 0 and 1. Since, according to the Calorimeter design, at least one 
of the full channels will always be present in each CB, and since a delay of 4 cycles between channels is 
unlikely, it is assumed that two bits per channel on those 6 channels is enough to detect a misalignment. 

Since the first version of the board did not allow for a configuration signal to indicate whether 4 or 7 
channels were to be processed, we used the clock of the channels to detect which of the two modes had to 
be active. In the last version of the board we have a configuration signal to determine whether 4 or 7 
channels must be processed. 

Data is then synchronized in the FPGA and the SPD multiplicity is computed. 

In the next sections we will talk about the data format, the firmware implemented in the FPGA as well as 
the usage of the optical mezzanine used for connecting the optical link to the CB. 

Although data is sent through the optical link, a spy-function must be implemented in order to spy data 
through a SPECS bus access. 
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FPGA 

 

Single-channel 
optical mezzanine 

DS90CR216 

(8x21) 32 b 

Control and 
monitoring signals 

I2C from 
SPECS 

I2C from 
SPECS 
mezzanine 

Optical 
link 

Data from PS 
(8x3) 

6.1. Data format 

Another function of the SPD CB is to calculate the SPD multiplicity (number of cell hitten during a bunch 
crossing). We will receive from 4 or 7 PS (it depends on the crate, see figure 4) 7 bits containing the 
number of ‘1’ detected for one multiplier. This data will be preceded by the corresponding bunch crossing 
(Bx) identifier. So we need to add the 7 bits coming from 7 PS and send a 10 bits result preceded by the Bx 
identifier through an optical link.  

The CB FPGA (APA300) will do the job. The data frame coming from PS is next: 

 

 

Fig. 34. Data format. Data coming from PS to CB VFE. 

This data arrives to the CB serialized 21:3 so we are receiving 3 LVDS pair from PS and the corresponding 
clock for deserializing. The deserialiser used is DS90CR216. 

The multiplicity sum is sent to the Selection Board through an optical link. An optical mezzanine, which 
contains a GOL chip, receives the sum and BXID from the FPGA (as well as other signals from the board) 
and sends them serially through an optical fiber. Some of the signals from the FPGA control the power-up 
and transmission of the mezzanine, as well as the QPLL which conditions the clock for it. 

Once data is deserialized the FPGA (APA300) synchronizes the 7 or 4 channels (delay must be less than 
20ns) and calculates the outcoming result adding all the synchronized data. The result and the 
corresponding bunch crossing must be sent through the optical link (single-channel mezzanine developed 
by Bologna). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.35. Block diagram of the SPD multiplicity. 
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6.2. FPGA firmware 

The FPGA that processes the data in the SPD control board, which is programmed in VHDL, has three 
distinct functions: 

• Controlling the VFE cards and Regulator Card connected to it, through the use of custom serial signals 
sent through the RJ45 connector that also carries the clock and i2c signals (this function has been seen 
in section 4.3). 

• Adding the multiplicity data coming from the PS, after synchronizing it and ensuring that it 
corresponds to data from only one BXID, and sending it to the optical link through the Optical 
Mezzanine (commented next). 

• The so-called “Spy Function,” where the FPGA stores the multiplicity data and allows the SPECS 
Slave Mezzanine to read it and transmit it back to the master (will be seen in section 6.4). 

 

 
Fig.36. FPGA pin out. 

 

In order to synchronize data coming from different PS channels we can use falling or rising edge of the 
clock signal. To do that, was first used an automatic method but in the final version an external 
configuration using the SPECS communication is implemented to synchronize each channel using the rising 
or falling edge of the clock. 
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For the automatic method, in the CB FPGA the data and BXID bits are then synchronized both to the rising 
and falling edges of the clock, and the BXID for each channel is fed to a comparator. This is performed 
because the channel clocks are not guaranteed to be in phase with the FPGA clock or with each other; the 
only guarantee we have is that the latest will arrive within less than half a period from the earliest. 

 By sampling both edges of each signal, we have the assurance that, as long as this constraint is met, we will 
have the corresponding data simultaneously, in either the falling edge-sampled signal or the rising edge-
sampled. If the comparator determines that the BXID signals don’t match, we assume that we are using the 
wrong sample and we modify the signals that control which sample we use. This is done by enabling a 
counter whose output determines the sample selected for each channel. As long as the phase between the 
signals does not fluctuate with time, we guarantee synchronization of all the signals within 256 clock 
cycles, which corresponds to all the possible variations of the select signals.  

Once the comparator determines that the data is synchronized, the control signal that instructs the Optical 
Mezzanine to send data is activated, and the correct BXID and the sum of the data is sent through the bus.  

The synchronization edge is in the final version configured externally without using the automatic method 
because although it was working properly, it was found dangerous for other members. All the data coming 
from the backplane is synchronized with its own clock. It is then synchronized with the FPGA clock. In 
order to assure that it is not sampled when it is changing, each channel can be independently configured to 
sample with the rising or falling edge of the clock. The resulting data is then sampled with the rising edge. 
To configure each channel, the corresponding bit in the Phases register (FPGA register) can be set. A bit set 
to ‘0’ means rising edge, set to ‘1’ is falling edge. Channel 0 is the LSB. 

 

 

Fig.37. Synchronization of the 7 PS channels. 

The synchronized data has to be checked and added in order to be sent to the Selection Board or stored for 
the Spy function, but not all the channels have to be included in the process. In the detector, different 
instances of the Control Board use four different combinations of the eight channels: the four lowest (0 to 3) 
four highest (4 to 7), seven lowest or seven highest. The Channels register (described in detail in the 
appendix, section ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia.), together with the CH4/7 switches 
on the CB, configures which channels are active (their BXID values are compared with the expected value 
for that cycle and their multiplicities are added to the total). The active channels’ BXID are compared with 
a local BXID counter, and a mismatch of any one of them causes the whole sum to be considered incorrect. 
In that case, an internal signal is activated which will tag the data as erroneous for the Spy function, and 
which can be used to transmit an error code over the optical link. Since not all channels have all 8 bits of the 
transmitted BXID connected to the FPGA, a mismatch in the higher order bits may go unnoticed by the 
FPGA. Since such a mismatch is considered unlikely, no further precautions are taken against it. For the 
two channels (0 and 7) which do provide all their BXID bits, all bits are taken into account. 

The local BXID counter automatically resets to 0 after counting to 3563 (a machine cycle has 3564 clock 
cycles, so higher values are not possible) or receiving a BXID reset command through Channel B. This last 
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condition is not immediate: the actual reset of the BXID counter is delayed a programmable number of 
cycles to account for the length of the pipelines preceding the CB. The values are stored in the BXID Delay 
pair of registers (since the values have to cover every possible value, they are stored as 12 bits, whereas the 
parallel interface is 10 bits wide, so two registers are used). Allowed values are 0 to 4095, although values 
higher than 3563 make little sense. 

The data from all the valid channels is then added, regardless of a possible BXID mismatch from one or 
more of them. Because of that, it is important that only the channels that contain actual data be configured 
as active, lest one of them may have a glitch in the data line that may affect the sum. 

For communicating with the CB FPGA, two main control interfaces are available: SPECS and Channel B.  

The SPECS bus (that is also used to control the Delay Chips, Optical Mezzanine, temperature probe and 
VFE boards with the I2C protocol), interfaces with the FPGA using a parallel bus, with a 16-bit width and 8 
address lines. Unfortunately, because of the limited number of available pins in the FPGA, only 10 data bits 
and 4 address bits are actually connected (plus read and write pulses). A related signal is the SPECS 
interrupt, which can be generated by the FPGA whenever it needs to inform the SPECS master of an urgent 
need. 

 

The Channel B signal is a synchronous 40MHz 9-bit parallel bus which broadcasts control signals to all 
boards. Its commands are decoded by the FPGA and used to control both the FPGA itself and the VFE 
boards. Through this channel, the CB receives commands to reset the internal BXID counter (Bunch-ID 
Reset) and start the acquisition of data for the Spy function (Calibration Pulse). It also receives the L0 reset 
command, which in the actual version of the firmware is not used (set-2007). When configured 
appropriately, the Calibration Pulse also triggers the start of a VFE Synchronous LVDS test. 

 

While the former interfaces control it, the FPGA can itself control the VFE boards and Regulator Boards 
(typically because of commands received on the former interfaces). This is accomplished by the MIERDA 
(Main Interface for the Enable of Reset and Data Acquisition) lines, which are synchronous serial 
unidirectional (from CB to VFE and Regulators) LVDS signals which use one of the pairs of the control 
cables (the other pairs being the clock and the two I2C signals). The FPGA controls the signal for each of 
the 8 channels individually, so while in practice it will send the same data to most channels, different boards 
can be controlled differently as the need arises. 

The FPGA registers we have been talking are next: 

Address Write Read 

0 - Spy BXID[9..0] 

1 - Spy sum[9..0] 

2 BXID delay VFE[9..0] 

3 VFE mask[7..0] 

4 Commands[9..0] Status[9..0] 

5 Config[9..0] 

6 Channels[9..0] 
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7 Phases[7..0] 

8 Spy delay[9..0] 

9 VFE phases[7..0] 

A BXID delay[9..0] 

B BXID delay[11..10] 

C Synch start[9..0] 

D Synch start[11..10] 

E Synch stop[9..0] 

F Synch stop[11..10] 

(Registers with less than 10 bits use the lower bits, ignore data written to the higher bits and produce 
unpredictable data in higher bits when read) 

The following commands are available as of the time of release of this document, but others may be added. 
Be sure to check the latest documentation. All of them are sent by writing the value to the Commands 
register of the FPGA using the SPECS parallel bus: 

 

Command Action 

114=0x72=’r’ Reset the FPGA 

115=0x73=’s’ Send a Start LVDS Test command to the VFE boards 

116=0x74=’t’ Send a STop LVDS Test command to the VFE boards 

117=0x75=’u’ Send a Reset SUbchannel command to the VFE boards 

118=0x76=’v’ Send a Reset command to the VFE boards 

119=0x77=’w’ Start Writing data for a Spy acquisition 

120=0x78=’x’ Send a Start Synchronous LVDS Test command to the VFE boards 
(extended 16-bit command, reset subchannel+start LVDS) 

121=0x79=’y’ Send a Reset command to the Regulator Boards 

 

While 10 bits are available for storing the status of the FPGA, the current version of the firmware only 
provides two read-only bits, through which the status of the optical link can be known. 
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Bit Name Meaning 

0 Locked ‘1’ if the QPLL is locked  

1 Ready ‘1’ if the Optical Mezzanine’s GOL chip is ready 

 

The Config register stores a 10-bit value, but as of the time of release of this document, only three of them 
affect the operation of the FPGA. 

 

Bit Name Meaning 

0 Error 
Propagation 

If ‘1’, will send error propagation on 
BXID mismatch 

1 Interrupt If ‘1’, will send SPECS interrupt on Spy 
buffer full 

2 Calibration 
Propagation 

If ‘1’, will send Start Synchronous LVDS 
test to VFE boards when receiving a 
Calibration command on Channel B 

 

Since the Channels register does not work purely like a register (the data read is not always the data that 
was written), this section clarifies the operation of the channel selection and readback. The register has the 
following structure: 

 

Where the mode bits indicate the selection mode, and the CH bits indicate whether a particular channel is 
active (that is, whether its BXID is compared to check for mismatch and whether the multiplicity sum is 
added to the total). A CH bit set to ‘1’ indicates the channel is active. 

The available modes are: 

 

Mode1 Mode0 Mode 

0 0 Auto 

0 1 Board 

1 0 Manual 

1 1 Fix 
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• Auto mode: When writing this mode, CH bits are not taken into account, and the FPGA automatically 
detects active channels in real time. It is vulnerable to glitches in the channel clock lines, and therefore 
should not be used except for testing. When reading the register, if the Mode bits indicate that this mode is 
being used, the CH bits report the active channels at the exact time of reading (which may change if 
channels start or stop transmitting data). 

• Board mode: When writing this mode, CH bits are not taken into account, and the FPGA uses the 
information from the switches in the CB to select the active channels (there are four options: “4L”:0 to 3, 
“7L”: 0 to 6, “7H”:1 to 7 or “4H”:4 to 7 depending on whether 4 or 7 channels are used and whether they 
are the high or low numbered ones). When reading the register, if the Mode bits indicate that this mode is 
being used, the CH bits report the active channels at the exact time of reading (which may change if the 
switches are toggled, without the need to rewrite the register). 

• Manual mode: When writing this mode, the CH bits are also written, and they are used to select the 
channels that will be active, effective until the register is written again. When reading the register, if the 
Mode bits indicate that this mode is being used, the CH bits report the programmed channels. In this case, 
the register’s read value is the same as was written. This mode will also be read when the Fix mode has 
been programmed. In either case, the read CH bits indicate which channels are manually configured as 
active. 

• Fix mode: When writing this mode, channels are also manually selected until the register is written again, 
but the valid channels are not taken from the written CH bits, but rather from the channels that were active 
(according to the Auto mode) at that instant. When reading the register, this mode is never read. It will be 
reported as manual mode, as if the selected channels had been programmed manually. 
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6.3. Optical mezzanine usage 

The optical transmitter is implemented as mezzanine card used in other Calorimeter parts. This mezzanine uses 
the Gigabit Optical Link (GOL) chip from CERN.  

A 32 bits frame will be sent to the optical mezzanine. The format of this frame is next: 

 

Fig.38. Data format. Pattern sent to the optical mezzanine. 

The ‘Type’ field indicates the type of information: electron (0), photon (1), local pi0 (2) and global pi0 (3), 
hadron (4 to  7). The type is ‘7’ bits long and the number is the board’s number, as we have only 16 boards, is 
enough with 4 bits. 

 Two main problems are found working with the optical mezzanine: 

� GOL (Gigabit Optical Link) placed in the mezzanine has a start-up problem when input signals are 
placed active before main supply.  The problem is due to partial powering of the ASIC through the 
I/O pins. To avoid the start up problem we can: 

o Make sure that all the input signals are not active before power-up included I2C signals. 

o Use a CRT4T for the GOL. CRT4T is a radiation tolerant switch specially designed to 
force the GOL power down. We control the switch using an ON/OFF signal coming from 
the CB FPGA. CRT4T contents 2 NMOS and 2 PMOS that we can connect to get  the 
switch: 

 

 

Fig.39. Connection of CRT4T to control the power of GOL. 
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� The single VCSEL used is biased by 3.3v to assure correct function of the current driver modulator 
in the GOL. During power down of the GOL (via CRT4T) there is though a potential problem of 
drawing excessive currents through the VCSEL to ground via the ESD protection diodes at the 
output of the GOL.  

o One solution could be to have a separate regulator only for 3,3 v VCSEL and inhibit this 
regulator with the same ON/OFF signal used for powering down the GOL. 

o Another solution is to use another CRT4T in order to force down 3,3v VCSEL controlled 
with the same ON/OFF signal. 

The phase-noise characteristics of the clock signals provided by the TFC system are not compatible with the 
jitter requirements of GOL serializer (jitter should be less than 30ps). To overcome this difficulty a Phase-
Locked Loop based on a voltage controlled Quartz crystal oscillator (QPLL) was developed by CERN. 

Although a QPLL filters the clock jitter in the TFC receiver of the CROC card, an additional QPLL is 
dedicated to assure the quality of the clock of the optical mezzanine. 

 

Fig.40. QPLL. 

The network that should be used to reduce the power delivered to the crystal of the QPLL is represented in 
figure 41. 

  

Fig.41. Network to reduce the power delivered to the QPLL crystal. 
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Parasitic capacitance on node N1 should be minimized. It has two detrimental effects:  

• It increases the power delivered to the crystal. 

• It pulls low the resonance frequency of the circuit. 

Planes under N1 should be removed in order to minimize parasitic capacitance. The recommended layout 
for this part of the circuit is next: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.42. Recommended layout. 

 

Fig.43. Layout on the CB. 

In the next figures we can see the signal jitter improvement after the QPLL. The difference is not so 
spectacular because jitter at the QPLL entrance wasn’t too bad (about 30ps). But the signal shape is much 
better after the QPLL. 
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Fig.44. Comparison of signal shape after and before the QPLL. 

 

 

 

Fig.45. Jitter after QPLL. 

 

 

Fig.46. Jitter before QPLL. 
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In order to correctly send the data to the Selection Board, several details must be taken into account as we 
already told: the GOL chip power-up, synchronization of the link, and error transmission. 

Because of the problem in the GOL chip the supply of the mezzanine must be shorted to ground and then 
allowed to raise rapidly to its 2.5V nominal value, otherwise, it may start in an erroneous state from which 
it cannot recover. This is accomplished with a CRT4T chip. As part of the power-up sequence, it must also 
reset the GOL and the QPLL, control the VCSEL and monitor the Ready signal from the GOL. All this is 
done automatically upon FPGA reset. 

A synchronization pattern should be sent once we power-up the optical mezzanine and every time the 
receiver loses synchronization. Periodic synchronization of the optical link is necessary, as the receiver 
cannot be guaranteed to be decoding the serial data correctly. 

This special pattern is called ‘idle’ and we can send it every programmable number of clock cycles. The CB 
FPGA controls the different signals that configure the transmission mode or the synchronization mode of 
the GOL chip used in the optical mezzanine. This GOL working mode is controlled with the signals ‘tx_en’ 
and ‘tx_er’ of the optical mezzanine. These signals are generated by the CB FPGA. 

 As some cycles of the machine cycle do not have collisions, this is done periodically, in a programmable 
range of cycles of every machine cycle. The range can be configured in the Synch Start and Synch Stop 
registers (each of them uses two registers, as values are 12 bits each). The Synch Start value configures the 
value of the internal BXID counter after which the synchronization cycles will start, and the Synch Stop 
value will do the same for the stop condition. Because of the pipeline, those values do not correspond 
exactly to the BXID of the data being sent, but they cannot be compared with the latter, as it only has 8 bits, 
and we must use the complete 12-bits BXID. The small difference must be taken into account when writing 
the values.  

When input data have BXID values that do not match the local BXID counter, it is possible to indicate it to 
the Selection Board in a variety of ways. The data may be sent anyway, an impossible data value may be 
written, a synchronization cycle asserted, or an error propagation word sent. The first and last options are 
possible with the current firmware, depending on the value of a configuration bit. If the Error Propagation 
bit is set, the optical mezzanine control signals will be set to error propagation word transmission whenever 
there is a BXID mismatch. If it is not set, no correction will be made and the incorrect data will be 
transmitted. 

For LHCb requirements optical mezzanine should have a test mode. This test mode can be configured 
through the I2C bus that is connected to the optical mezzanine. In test mode, the mezzanine sends 
incremental patterns as a counter to the link. 

More details about the usage of optical mezzanine can be found in the GOL and QPLL manuals available at 
the LHCb web. 
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6.4. Spy Function 

The multiplicity data can be spied at the input of the optical mezzanine. When a proper type calibration 
trigger is sent through the channel B spy function is initialized. Data is written in a spy RAM. The RAM 
can be read through the SPECS mezzanine which is connected to the FPGA through a parallel bus. 

The channel B command that init the spy function is the calibration pulse that correspond to bit number 4 of 
channel B.  

Once the buffer (which currently has a depth of 256 words) is full, the data is available to be read by the 
SPECS slave when requested by the master.  

Since the data is wider than the bus, it is read in 9 blocks. The read address is used to select the data block, 
and when the last block is read, a new word is loaded to be read.  

In order to debug the data path of the multiplicity, the different boards that compute it have an option for 
spying the data. This involves saving it when instructed to do so and allowing its read back. 

The command to start the Spy function is the Calibration pulse in Channel B, because it is broadcast 
synchronously to all boards involved. It is however possible to start the function with a SPECS command as 
well. When triggered by the Channel B pulse, the function starts after a programmable number of cycles, in 
order to synchronize it with other boards. The number of cycles is a 10-bit number, and it is stored in the 
Spy Delay register in the FPGA. 

When the 256-values buffer is filled, the FPGA can generate an interrupt on the SPECS bus. In order to 
allow that condition, the Interrupt bit of the Config register must be set. Otherwise, the FPGA does not 
inform about the condition. 

Once the data has been written, it can be read back through the SPECS parallel bus. The BXID is read from 
the Spy BXID address, while multiplicity sum is read from the Spy Sum. Upon reading them in order, a 
new value is popped from the FIFO, ready to be read. Because of that, it is not recommended to read them 
out of order or to read only one of the addresses, as data may be lost or repeated. 

Because the sum is 10 bits wide, like the bus, but the BXID is only 8 (the relevant part; the full BXID is of 
course 12 bits wide), the Spy BXID register contains another value: bit 8 is ‘1’ if the corresponding BXID 
did not match the channels’ BXID. The saved BXID is always the value from the local counter, so the value 
present in the channel(s) that did not match is lost. 
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7. On board clock distribution 

Global clock coming from the backplane must reach different parts in the CB: 

• Clock must be sent to the VFE (for more details see section 5.2). 

• The control board FPGA also needs to work with global clock.  

• Optical mezzanine needs global 40,078Mhz clock to send synchronized data to selection board.  

 

 

Fig.47.The green dashed lines show the LVDS point to point distribution of the CB clock. 

Clock distribution to the VFE and low-voltage regulators board has been already explained in section 5.2. 
LVDS clock passes through a LVDS-LVDS buffer to reach the Clock Distribution Chip (CDC) that applies the 
needed delay for each VFE channel. Clock is also compensated as explained in section 5.4. 

The clock for the FPGA and the optical mezzanine is also point to point buffered using the same 
SN65LVDS104D as for the CDC’s (see figure 48). 
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Fig. 48. LVDS-LVDS buffer for on-board clock distribution. 

Once out of the buffer, clock is distributed using microstripe lines adapted to a characteristic impedance of 
100 ohms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.49.Microstripe structure. 

Characteristic impedance of a microstripe line can be computated as next: 
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Our  PCB has a width of 2.4 mm and is designed using 8 layers so parameter ‘h’ is 2,4/7 mm.The dielectric 
constant is  4.5  and parameter  ‘t’=35u=0.035 mm (see figure 49). 

 Differential impedance is given by: 

[ ])h/s(.
odiff e.ZZ 96048012 −−=  

Given the both equations, values for  ‘s’ and ‘w’ that best fit both equations assuming 100 ohms 
impedances are: 

w=0.150 mm (6 mils) 

s= 0.150 mm (6 mils) 

w 

h 

s 

t 

Internal layer GND 

Top layer 
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Zo=92 ohms 

Zdiff=126 ohms 

So 6 mils lines separated 6 mils are used for differential clock distribution on board. 
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8. CB power supply   

Although the backplane is able to supply 3.3v voltage, we preferred to regulated 3.3v and 2.5v needed on 
the CB using the 5v voltage supplied by the backplane. 

The CB uses 3 different regulators, one for 2.5v and two for 3.3v. The reason for using two different 
regulators for 3.3 is the need of disable the emitting diode power supply when a GOL power down of the 
optical mezzanine is performed (large amount of current can be driven through the diode if the power 
supply is not disabled). 

8.1. On board linear regulators 

The regulators used in the Control Board are L4913: 

 

Fig.50. L4913 schematic. 

The output voltage is adjusted with the resistive divisor between R1 and R2: 
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8.2. Delatcher for deserializer 

 
Although the rate is very low (1 per year for the 16 CBs), SEL may happen in DS90CR216. The power 
consumption of these chips is checked with current limiting switches (MAX890L or MAX869L from Maxim). 
In case of current over-range a FAULT backplane signal is asserted, and the power down and up cycle is 
automated. 

Voltage supply is restored after a given delay from the FAULT signal activation. 

The MAX869L is current limited (2A) switch used for the power validation. The backplane has a ‘fault’ signal 
(C10 pin of the middle connector of the 6U backplane) that is open drive so it has a double function, the power 
can be disabled (‘on’ pin of the MAX869) if some other card found a current latch-up (‘fault’ signal active 
low) or it can transmit a current latch-up through the backplane ‘fault’ pin that will arrive to the other boards if 
the MAX869L detects a current limit. 

 

Fig.51. Delatcher schematic. 
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9. CB test 

All the parts and functionalities of the SPD Control Board have been fully tested. 

First prototype of the board, that only included a SPECS mezzanine a delay chip and a connection with 4 
VFE, was used to test the different SPECS functionalities and the configuration of delay chips. 

 

Fig.52. First CB prototype. 

Second prototype was implemented with the right dimensions and included all the parts that the final design 
should have as we have already seen in the first sections of this document. 

Using this second prototype the clock distribution was checked in Orsay (April 2006) and also the SPD 
multiplicity could be tested in Clermont Ferrand (july 2006). 

 

Fig. 53. Second CB prototype. 

SPECS communication was tested using a test board connected to a SPECS master that distributed the 
SPECS signals through the backplane emulating a real situation using a crate. The test board is also capable 
of generating the PS patterns to test the SPD multiplicity computation. This test board was equipped with a 
FPGA and a USB connection to a PC. 
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Fig.54. Test board. 

Optical link could also be tested using another test board because the test board was provided with and 
FPGA and has USB connection so we could read data from the optical receiver and send it to the PC using 
the USB communication. 
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Fig.55. Full test of the SPD Control Board. 
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With this first prototype we mainly detected some problems with the optical mezzanine power up. The I2C 
configuration of delay chips was right and also the SPECS communication. Unfortunately the I2C 
communication with VFE was only tested from control board to VFE but not the other sense and we didn’t 
detect until the second prototype that it had been a misunderstanding with the enable signals of the I2C 
buses generated by the SPECS mezzanine.  

This problem was detected during the third prototype test and it could be solved because the Orsay LHCb 
group changed the firmware of the SPECS mezzanine FPGA for us. 

A third prototype was needed because the second one didn’t have enough test points and it had problems 
with the optical mezzanine start up. 

 

Fig. 56. Third CB prototype. 

Minor changes were included in this third prototype, just double some optical mezzanine controls in order 
to improve the GOL start up. 

With this third prototype we could test the optical link with the selection board group of Bologna and verify 
that the requirements of the optical links used in LHCb described in document EDMS 680438 are satisfied 
and the CB can assure a BER lower than 10-12 with no attenuation and also with an attenuation of more than 
6 dBs. 

During the week of 20th of November 2006 we went to CERN to do a common test with the final crate 
design including the CROC and PSs boards. Even we had some trouble in the beginning due a 
misunderstanding of the pin out power supplies of the backplane, the test was passed satisfactory. We could 
test the CB VFE communication and also the SPD multiplicity reading the resulting data using the spy 
function of the SPD control board. 

Third prototype of CB has been also tested connecting 7 VFE and a regulation board and no problems were 
found. 

In April 2007 a last version (CBv4) of the SPD CB was launched in order to fix some mechanical troubles 
found when designing the front panel. 

After some ECS communication tests the CB are all already installed down in the pit. 
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Fig.57. CB with 7 VFE connected and a LVRB. 

In December 2006 a pre-serie had been launched and it will be carefully tested during the next weeks. 

 

Fig.58. CB plugged in the crate. 
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Fig.59. CB during the optical link test. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.60. CBs installed in the final crates. 
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Fig.61. Front panel (9U8HP U profile with IEL handles). 
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